We are the team behind the enthralling events that take place in our distinguished institute Vidya Jyothi Institute of Technology. Yukthi conducts events through the year on various programs to imbibe these values in our students. Events such as International yoga day, well being seminars, spiritual retreats, intuitive knowledge, meditation and many other activities have been conducted through the year. We have a good student turnout to these events and it has a profound change in them which improved their ethics and values drastically. We also look to provide life skills to students and make them apt in handling real life problems. We believe in handing out responsibilities and look to nurture our own future leaders that can stand head to head with any individual on a global stage. We bring joy on campus and help in making memories for students that they can cherish!
Year 2015-16

- Prathyusha P  •  ECE
- Priyanka P  •  ECE
- Sravani P  •  ECE
- Chandrakumar P  •  ECE
- Sujay K  •  CSE
- Ashwini B  •  ECE
- Uday Netha  •  ECE
- Adithya D  •  ECE
- Yaseen  •  ECE
- Tharun  •  CIVIL
  •  ECE
Events

Sports fest 2015
EVENTS

Mirchi Freshers 2015
Crescendo 2015
Year 2016-17

- Prathyusha P (ECE)
- Priyanka P (ECE)
- Sravani P (ECE)
- Chandrakumar P (ECE)
- Sujay K (ECE)
- Ashwini B (ECE)
- Uday Netha (ECE)
- Adithya D (ECE)
- Yaseen (ECE)
- Tharun (ECE)
- Tharun (ECE)
Phoenix 2016
EVENTS

RSF 2016
Bathukamma 2016
MEMBERS

Year 2017-18

- Pavan Kumar  •  CSE
- Shivani singh  •  CSE
- Kalyan  •  CSE
- Vicky  •  MECH
- Vaishnavi  •  ECE
- Bhawana  •  EEE
- Anurag  •  MECH
- Sreekar  •  MECH
- Shivraj  •  CSE
- Viddhi  •  IT
- Shivani  •  ECE
- Nikhil  •  IT
Flash Mob 2017
Bathukamma 2017
EVENTS

Rangoli 2018
EVENTS

Crescendo 2018
Year 2018-19

- Anas
- Viddhi
- Shivani
- Nikhil
- Pradyumna
- Devesh
- Manika
- Anusha
- Vaishnavi
- Satweek
- Pavan
- Anushka
- karthik
- Adarsh
- Sapan

- MECH
- IT
- ECE
- IT
- CSE
- ECE
- CSE
- ECE
- ECE
- ECE
- ECE
- CSE
- ECE
- CSE
EVENTS

Alumni meet 2018
EVENTS

Phoenix 2018
EVENTS

Alumni meet 2019
Bathukamma 2019
EVENTS

Uddbhav 2019
MEMBERS

Year 2019-20

- Sapan CSE
- Saad CIVIL
- Aparna IT
- Harish IT
- Kiran IT
- Aalekhya ECE
- Anirudh EEE
- Akshat IT
- Saumya CSE
- Thejus CSE
- Abhinesh MECH
- Sindura IT
- Malik CSE
- Kanchan ECE
- Neha ECE
EVENTS

Alumni meet 2020
EVENTS

Womans Day 2020
ABOUT US

VJIT Photography Club is a student based autonomous organisation which was initiated in November 2014 by Ranadheer and subramanyam the students for the students in the interest of encouraging undergraduate students to explore their interests in photography, content writing and arts throughout their college years. The club has always distinguished itself as the best along with the student members throughout the year. The club has been evolving over the years with students developing their skills and presenting the best art works of their interest and deliver the best while capturing every moment of college as it opens it eyes towards new paths and goals. The club also works towards personality and career development of those who are interested in media and provide them with all the skillset and training required to learn and achieve their goals. The Club is evolving with time and will support the college event and activities as the very own eyes of the college. The club thrives to bring out the very best quality of the students and their talents and will always support in achieving them.
PHOTOS

SHUTTERBUG@2016  PHOTO CALENDAR@2017  FELICITATION 2017

PHOTOEXPO

INNAUGRATION  FACULTY VISIT  MEMBERS OF CLUB

TEAM PHOTOS

TEAM PHOTO@2017  INDUCTION OF NEW BOARD  TEAM PHOTO@2019

PHOTOS TAKEN BY MEMBERS

[Images of various photos and illustrations]
Spread love to billions
The VJIT Campus radio program which is powered by Younify, is a program which is run by students from various branches and years working together to make this a success. We are a team of 32 members who are divided into 8 different teams where each team works on the individual focused task with only one aim in mind to get out listeners the best content possible and the one they truly deserve! The first show was aired on the 7th of June and we have aired 18 shows to the date with each show containing multiple song covers and various sub shows. The aim of the college radio is make the students not lose the connection with the college during the lockdown period. This is where the work of individual specified teams comes in the picture where we have the publicity team handling the publicity part and a content creation team which works on ideas we also have a scheduling team which plans out the functioning of the programs and time allotment which is then taken up by the audio editing team which trim down the audios and bring the best experience to the users then the RJ team do the main work where the content is created and drafting team works close with the RJ team to get content out finally we have the graphic design team who make the posters and work with publicity team and the technical team which handles the uploading of the shows and server management. The programs on the radio show vary from various game shows to pranks and to tributes to awareness programs. The show focuses on keeping the people updated with the current ongoings of the world and at the same time keep them entertained and help them get a break to relax and rewind in the stressful environment of today’s life.
Our First Program

Kahani Ghar Ghar ki

RJ Kiran  RJ Aparna

Kahani Ghar Ghar ki

on June 6th
What Happened Up

Number of Shows Did - 90

Number of people that participated - 27

Spread love to billions.
Members

Sujatha
(Committee Member)

Devesh
(Student Mentor)

Sapan
(Student Co-ordinator)
CSE 3rd year

Aparna
IT 4th year

Kiran
IT 4th year

Harish
IT 4th year

Aalekhya
ECE 4th year

Jaffer
CSE 2nd year

Sadia
CSE 3rd year

Abhinesh
ME 3rd year

Saad
CE 4th year

Malik Basha
CSE 3rd year

Sweta
IT 2nd year

Neha
ECE 3rd year

Saumya
CSE 3rd year

Nikitha
CSE 3rd year

Thejas
CSE 3rd year

Richal
CSE 3rd year

Indu
CE 3rd year

Kanchan
ECE 2nd year

Aaanksha
IT 2nd year

Sindura
IT 2nd year
Teams And Needs

Content Writing Team - Saad, Jaffer, Nikitha

Graphic Designing Team - Abhinesh, Venkatesh

Audio Editing Team - Richal Pandey, Malik Basha, Thejus Varma, Induja

Student Co-ordinator - Sapan

Mentor - Sujatha

RJs - Kiran, Aparna, Harsha, Kanchan, Akanksha, Richal, Saumya, Sindhura, Sadia, Saad, Malik Basha, Aalekhya
Special Functions

Introductory speech – June 6th
Techno evening – July 19th
Bharath ki kahani – August 14th
Musicon – August 31st
Ganesh chaturti special – August 31st
1) Kahani Ghar ghar ki by RJs Kiran and Aparna
2) Voice of VJIT- Song covers by Malik and Saad
3) Nostalgic rides by RJs Saumya and Pandey
4) Caught up on call by RJ Harish
   Second show
5) Mahagathbandan by RJ Saad
6) Voice of VJIT- Song covers by Aalekhya and Thejus
7) Pride warriors by RJ Sapan
8) College feed- by RJ Indu
9) Bha'Amma Chepparu by RJs Aalekhya and Aakanksha
   Third show on 14th June
10) Caught up on call by RJ Harish
11) Song covers by Aparna, Vaishnavi and Bhavna
12) Nostalgic rides by RJ Saumya and RJ Pandey
13) Grades and parents by RJ Kanchan and RJ Sweta
    Fourth show on 17th June
14) Village diaries ft. Patnam Babu by RJ Devesh
15) Song covers by singers Saad and Harsha
16) Kaun Banega Cottonseed (pathithu) by RJ Harish and RJ Aparna
17) Shortcuts la lokam by RJ Aalekhya and RJ Saad
18) Typical Indian moms by RJ Kiran and RJ Sadia
19) News by RJ Jaffer
    Fifth show on 20th June
20) Covid is the new normal by RJ Harish and RJ Kiran.
21) Teenmar by RJ Neha
22) Song covers by Malik, Ashritha and Sravika
23) Group Studies by RJ’s Wahed, Faizan and Ahmed.
    Sixth show on June 23rd
24) The Current World by RJ Jaffer and RJ Sapan
Objective

SPIC MACAY (Society for the Promotion of Indian Classical Music And Culture Amongst Youth) is a non-political, nationwide, voluntary movement founded in 1977 by Dr. Kiran Seth, Professor-Emeritus at IIT-Delhi who was awarded the 'Padma Shri' for his contribution to the arts in 2009.

Spicmacay VJIT was established with it's main objective being the collaboration of students from different years and branches coming together to represent various Indian Art Forms. We have a team of dedicated classical dancers, singers and instrumentalists who are ever-ready and proud to display their interest in various cultural art forms. We aim at showcasing the beauty that our culture beholds.
We had orientation by the Society for the Promotion of Indian Classical Music And Culture Amongst Youth (SPIC MACAY) on 10th October 2020. It was indeed an amazing session, four of our teammates (Sweta, Aakanksha, Deepshika and Kanchan) were a part of it. It gave us glimpse about the kind of activities it holds and the promotion of Indian cultural heritage. The orientation program also directed us towards our duties as a volunteer. India is a vast country having numerous cultures starting from soothing Indian classical music to vibrant dance forms, each of it has its own elegance. Since we know the importance of Indian culture it becomes our primary duty to promote and follow it which can be achieved by being a part of SPICMACAY.
Kagemusha:
Kagemusha a Japanese film directed by Akira Kurosawa is based on the true story of Shingen Takeda, a 16th century leader. We got the opportunity to watch this masterpiece under the "Rendezvous series" organised by SPIC MACAY. We were able to look at this classic through the eyes of a film director.

Suraj ka satvan ghoda:
A Film that was awarded the National Film Award for 'Best Feature Film' in Hindi in 1993 showcased it's subversive take on the "Devadas" syndrome. Getting to know how the narrative style of this film added to the abstractness from the film critic made the whole experience even better.
The team:

Sujatha
Co-Ordinator

Kiran
Student co-ordinator
IT 4th year

Sweta
IT 2nd year

Lakshya
ECE 2nd year

Kanchan
ECE 2nd year

Hema Aalekhya
ECE 4th year

Aakanksha
IT 2nd year

Ashritha
CSE 3rd year

Chinmayee
ECE 3rd year

Aparna
IT 4th year

Pratyusha
ECE 3rd year

Supraja
IT 2nd year

Deepshika
CSE 2nd year

Rishmitha
ECE 2nd year

Malik
CSE 3rd year

Harsha
ECE 3rd year

Saad
CIVIL 4th year